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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CHALLENGES TO HIGH PENETRATION OF WIND 

ENERGY 

 

 

Grid penetration of renewable energy technologies, especially wind power, is higher than 

ever and continues to increase. The inherent stochastic variability of wind makes predicting wind, 

and thus power generation difficult. Generating companies usually don’t openly share power 

output predictions or historical generation data which increases the level of complexity when 

determining new wind plant locations or estimating delivered grid level power. This work focuses 

on statistical data analysis and advanced data modeling related to wind power forecasting and 

generation.  

The first part of this thesis uses power output logs from several wind plants and a well-

known forecasting method to determine energy storage requirements for individual wind plant 

contract firming. Forecasts of varying accuracy are used to characterize storage requirements based 

on contract period length, forecast lead time, and forecast accuracy. Results show that forecast 

error distributions are effected more by forecast accuracy and lead time than wind plant size and 

location. The biggest reductions in produced power deviations can be achieved by increasing 

forecast accuracy and decreasing forecast lead time.  

  The second part of this work develops a statistical analysis which allows estimation of 

contract firming requirements for a specific wind plant location without the need for time series 

wind and forecast data. The developed method requires only a wind speed and forecasting error 

distribution. Using these distributions, deviations between forecast to produced power and energy 
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can be estimated. Results from comparing to historical time series data show this method is 

accurate to within 10% of actual amounts. Since distributions are much more easily attained than 

historical time series data, this analysis is useful for developers when evaluating potential new 

locations.  

The third part of this work uses a pattern matching algorithm to recognize wind ramp events 

and separate the forecasting error due to timing from the forecasting error due to magnitude. Wind 

ramp detection is achieved by developing a pattern matching algorithm which is also shown to 

work in identifying start and stop transients in electrical device current draw. The analysis confirms 

wind ramp events can be detected by calculating a bimodal ranking value from a histogram of 

power data, and the effects of forecast timing and magnitude can be separated from overall 

forecasting errors. The results of this analysis show magnitude errors contribute more in large wind 

ramp events, while timing errors contribute more in small ramp events. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

Renewable Energy 

Energy is available in two forms: renewable and non-renewable. Renewable energy is 

energy generated from natural resources which are replenished on a typical human’s life timescale, 

or within ~100 years. Non-renewable sources are naturally replenished over thousands of years 

and once completely deplete, the current or immediate future generations of humans can no longer 

access them. Non-renewable sources include coal, oil, natural gas, etc. Types of renewable energy 

include solar, wind, geothermal, hydro, etc.  Typically, energy is removed from non-renewable 

sources through combustion which produces byproducts such as CO2 and methane, both 

greenhouse gasses.  The use of non-renewable fuels for transportation and electricity production 

accounts for the most CO2 emissions worldwide, and the use of motor vehicles alone in the US 

account for up to 30% of its CO2 emissions [1]. Studies continue to conclude greenhouse gases 

contribute to global warming [2]. Due to the link among non-renewable energy, global warming, 

greenhouse gases, and climate change; renewable energy is an area of high interest worldwide. In 

addition to environmental benefits, countries also seek renewable energy sources for energy 

independence. Wind energy in particular is very well established and one of the principle sources 

of renewable energy [3]. According to forecasts of the Global Wind Energy Council, it could 

provide more than 20% of worldwide electricity by 2030 [4].   

Wind Power 

Installed wind capacity in the United States and worldwide has been following an upward 

trend, which is expected to continue throughout the next several decades [5]. Continuous 

improvement of wind turbine technology, governmental policy encouragement, and reduction of 
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costs has helped allow this to occur [6].  The increased prominence of wind power magnifies the 

inherent problems with high penetrations of wind power, e.g. its stochastic nature [7]. 

Unpredictable weather patterns and unpredictable wind behavior cause unpredictable power output 

from wind power plants. Unanticipated fluctuations in power output must be mitigated at the grid 

level through load balancing techniques such as natural gas firming or electric energy storage [8]. 

Natural gas firming diminishes the environmental benefit of renewable energy technologies, and 

electric energy storage systems require costly materials, installation, and maintenance [8]. 

Improving forecasts is a simple solution to reduce firming requirements and carbon emissions of 

wind power while increasing its potential for high penetration [9]. Although higher forecast 

accuracies will still require firming, it will be at a reduced level.  

Forecasting Methods 

 A significant barrier to large scale wind power integration is the inaccuracy of wind 

forecasts [10]. Wind forecasts must predict both timing and magnitude to be effective. However, 

atmospheric conditions are chaotic and there exists a limit to predictability which degrades as 

prediction time increases [11], [12]. Prediction time as used here is the duration of time between 

forecast generation and the time period for which it is predicting wind activity. Errors in forecasts 

translate to costs in the energy market, thus more accurate forecasts can translate to savings for 

utilities and customers [13]. Short term forecasts, typically up to one hour, are predominantly 

persistence based. As forecast time increases, complex forecasting models such as the National 

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Dynamic Integrated Forecast System (DICast) and 

Variational Doppler Radar Assimilation System (VDRAS) forecasting systems analyze 

meteorological conditions, wind plant data, and previous forecast inaccuracies to predict wind 

plant power output [14]. These predictions are used by wind plant and grid operators such as Xcel 
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Energy to predict power output for specific times. While forecasting errors can be mitigated with 

operating reserves or electrical energy storage, neither is as advantageous as optimizing forecast 

accuracy. 

Wind Ramps 

 Large changes in wind speed over relatively short times are known as wind ramps [13]. 

Since wind speeds govern turbine power output, wind ramps cause power ramps. Large 

unpredicted ramps are especially problematic as they are sources of large deviations between 

forecasted and produced power.  It is relatively easy to balance electrical loads when a small wind 

plant experiences a ramp since the magnitude of the ramp, even at 100% plant capacity, is still 

small. However as wind penetration and wind plant sizes continue to increase, ramp event size 

also increases. These larger ramp events can make up a significant percentage of grid power, and 

balancing grid load to generation starts to become problematic [15]. Therefore, in addition to 

improving overall wind forecasting techniques, improving recognition and prediction accuracy of 

wind ramps is of utmost importance to the future of wind power.  
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THESIS OVERVIEW 

 

 

 

 This thesis is divided into three parts: I) Supplemental Energy Needed for Wind 

Integration, II) Statistical Estimation of Wind Forecast Accuracy Using Wind Speed and Forecast 

Error Distributions, and III) Advanced Wind Ramp Detection Methodology Using Bimodality 

Statistics. 

 Part I focuses on understanding and estimating the impact of forecast accuracy on contract 

firming requirements for individual wind plants. Actual forecasts were not accessible for the power 

output logs available. Instead, statistical distributions and power output logs from several wind 

plants are used to create artificial forecasts. A forecast accuracy parameter, γ, is created to adjust 

artificial forecast accuracy, and forecasts are created with varying levels of inaccuracy. A “perfect” 

forecast is used as a reference best-case comparison. These forecasts are used to relate contract 

firming requirements to forecast inaccuracy, as well as evaluate impacts of other parameters such 

as regional aggregation, contract period length, and wind plant size on firming requirements. The 

results provide guidance on which factors of wind plants (forecast accuracy, size, contract length, 

etc.) are the most influential on contract firming requirements 

 Part II develops a statistical method using limited data to estimate contract firming 

requirements for an individual wind plant. This is important since power and forecast data are 

usually not available for wind plant developers. Unlike Part I, actual forecasts corresponding to 

the power output logs for one plant are available, allowing measurement of the performance of the 

estimation method. Part II outlines three separate methods of firming requirement estimation and 

concludes in a comparison of all three. Method 1 uses a simple persistence forecast to estimate 

contract firming requirements. Persistence forecasting is a method where forecasts are made equal 
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to what is currently or previously observed for the same location. For short time scales one hour 

or less, persistence still performs better than the most advanced forecasting models. Method 2 uses 

time series power data and a forecast error distribution instead of time series data. It samples the 

forecast error distribution and compares against the time series power observation data to generate 

contract firming requirements. Method 3 requires no time series data since it calculates estimated 

contract firming requirements using a wind power distribution and a forecast error distribution. 

All three methods are shown to estimate similar firming requirements. As a final step, Method 1 

was repeated for the wind plant with actual forecasts available. These results are compared with 

contract firming requirements calculated from actual forecast data.  

  Part III investigates an important facet of wind forecasting: wind ramps. Wind ramps are 

rapid, large changes in wind speeds that significantly change power output of wind plants. 

Unpredicted ramps lead to large gaps between forecast and produced power and energy. Part III 

develops an advanced wind ramp detection model that filters out potential false triggers of other 

detections methods by monitoring the bimodality of a histogram of wind power levels. It develops 

a method of detecting wind ramps using an aggregated bimodality metric derived from several 

methods and a novel detection methodology. Part III then separates the effect of timing and 

magnitude on forecast ramp errors from the overall forecast error to determine the individual 

contribution of each variable. This research can direct further research into the area of the factor 

considered more important.  
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PART I: 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL ENERGY NEEDED FOR WIND INTEGRATION 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wind energy is well established as one of the principal sources of renewable electricity [3]. 

With multiple political jurisdictions calling for increasing the proportion of electricity generated 

from renewable resources [16], [17], penetration of renewables, including wind, will likely 

continue to increase [18]. A key concern with renewable resources is the variability in output due 

to changes in metrological conditions – i.e. wind speed for wind turbines – that are uncorrelated 

with load. To reduce the variability, multiple studies have proposed methods to smooth wind 

power output allowing plants to commit to firm power contracts for given contractual  periods, a 

result often called “firming” [7]. 

Studies have recommended firming wind plants at a regional level by exploiting the natural 

smoothing that occurs as wind power is aggregated regionally [19]. However, regional smoothing 

is not always practical.  There may be economic or structural constraints that prevent regional 

investment, and therefore an interest in requiring individual plants to firm their own output.  In 

other cases, technical constraints, such as weak transmission links, may make it advisable to firm 

power locally.  Independent of these specific business considerations, the question of firming 

individual wind plants remains active, and in the corresponding author’s experience, is most often 

driven by three questions.  First, developers of storage technologies are interested in the wind 

firming applications, and no ready design guidance exists to determine if a particular storage 

technology is well suited to this application [17], [20].  Second, changes in market operations, such 
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as reduced contract windows and later commitment periods [21], have reduced energy and power 

requirements for wind firming, returning to the question of whether it is practical and/or desirable.  

Third, teams working on improved wind and wind-power forecasts are interested in how improved 

forecasts will improve the predictability of wind power [22], [23], and the energy needed to firm 

a wind plant is good measure of the net effect of forecast errors. 

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to provide design guidance for the three questions 

above.  To start, we illustrate an easily understood and replicated bounding analysis that can be 

applied to wind plant data and compared to the present data set.  To do so, we utilize the energy 

required to firm a wind plant as a means of quantifying the variability in the plant, which is also 

one of two metrics of key interest to storage technology providers. The other key metric being 

peak power requirements.  Then, we analyze how this “required energy” metric varies with 

changes in conditions including contract period, forecast accuracy, measurement window. 

 

2. DATA AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The data utilized in this study are power output logs for 13 wind plants, provided by the 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).  The data for nine plants was provided at one-

minute resolution, and the one-second resolution data from an additional four plants was averaged 

to produce one-minute resolution.  The plants cover three geographic areas throughout the western 

United States and all plants had data for a minimum of two years.  

This analysis considers two nested time intervals for evaluation of the wind plants’ 

performance.  First, for “firm” power contracts, generating plants estimate and contractually agree 

to a certain energy production for a “contract period”, which can range from five minutes to an 

hour or more.  While currently rare in wind power purchase agreements, we assume that penalties 
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may be applied for either over- or under-producing relative to the contracted amount.  Further, 

several measurements of the power output may be made during the contract period, which we term 

the “measurement period.”  For example, a one-hour contract may be measured at ten minute 

intervals.  Penalties could be applied when power output from the plant deviates from the 

contracted output during measurement periods, as such errors impact the firming resources 

required from the system operator.  We are interested in, first, the energy required to firm a wind 

plant for a range of contract periods, and second, how that energy is impacted if several binding 

power measurements are made during the contract period. 

 

3. REPRESENTING FORECAST ERRORS 

 

There exists no standard definition to quantify the deviation between forecasted power 

output and actual power output for a wind plant.  This section describes how deviations were 

quantified for this study, reduced to a small set of specific metrics, and then utilized to compare a 

wide range of wind plant and wind forecast characteristics. This analysis consists of three 

operational steps: 

 

3.1.  Quantify a Reference Forecast Error 

For given contract and measurement periods, the deviation between forecast power and 

power output was computed using a hypothetical power forecast.  The power deviations were 

integrated to produce energy deviations. The histogram of energy deviations were then fit to a 

suitable probability density function producing a parameter(s) which can be compared for 

subsequent analysis. Following [24], a Cauchy probability density function (PDF) was utilized, 

and fits were performed on the cumulative form given in (1), where 𝜇 is the mean and 𝛾 is the 
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scale parameter of the distribution.  For the wind power forecasts analyzed, the mean is forced to 

zero by the sampling process, therefore allowing the distribution to be represented solely by the 

scale parameter.  

 𝑃(𝑥) =
1

2
+

1

𝜋
∗ tan−1 (

𝑥−𝜇

𝛾
)    (1) 

 

Since persistence forecasts are widely used and easily simulated [23], Fig. 1, this analysis 

uses persistence as a reference forecast for all subsequent work. When a persistence forecast for a 

specified contract period and wind plant is fit to the Cauchy distribution, a representative scaling 

parameter is produced, 𝛾𝑓(𝐹, 𝐶), where 𝐹 identifies the wind plant and 𝐶 is the length of the 

contract period. Looking across all plants and periods, the mean of all scaling parameters is 0.014, 

and 𝛾𝑓 is shown for all plants for a range of contract periods in Fig. 2. Measurement periods in Fig. 

2 are equal to contract period for each case. Results from [24] and [25] also show that as contract 

period increases, the error distributions have fatter tails, which are represented by Cauchy 

distributions with larger scale parameters, 𝛾. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Wind power data shown with persistence forecast model 
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Fig. 2: Cauchy best fit scale parameters as a function of contract period length using persistence forecast and 

measurement period equal to contract period. Differently colored circles at each contract period represent each of the 

13 wind plants. 
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An example of the probability density function is shown in Fig. 3.  From this distribution, 
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Fig. 3: Probability distribution histogram of persistence forecast errors for contract period of 60 minutes for one 

wind plant. 

 

3.3. Sensitivity Simulations 

Monte Carlo was utilized to simulate firming behavior.  For each contract period, a “perfect 

forecast” was simulated: the energy generated in the contract period exactly equals the forecast 

energy.  In addition, imperfect forecasts were simulated for a range of scale parameters. For a given 

𝛾, a set of 20 imperfect forecasts was synthesized by drawing a power deviation for each contract 

period from a Cauchy PDF. The plant was simulated and an energy requirement, 𝐸 = 𝐸(𝛾, 𝐹, 𝐶) 

was measured as described in section 3.2.  The simulated behavior assumes a “perfect controller” 

where the controller responded perfectly to minimize the firming energy given the forecast error. 

Therefore, results presented here should be considered a lower bound on firming energy 

requirements. All results here are presented as the ratio of the energy required (in MWh) to the 
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To facilitate comparison, it is often useful to ratio results to the reference 𝛾𝑓 calculated in 

section 3.1. Scale parameter ratio is calculated by: 

 𝛾𝑅 = 𝛾/𝛾𝑓     (2) 
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and energy requirement ratio by: 

 

 
𝐸𝑅 = 𝐸(𝛾)/𝐸(𝛾𝑓)  (3) 

   

𝐸𝑓 = 𝐸(𝛾𝑓) is the simulated energy requirement when 𝛾𝑅 = 1. For convenience, we plot the 

perfect forecast at 𝛾 = 0, although this is not strictly correct. 

 

4.  SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

 

This section discusses the variation in required energy to firm a wind plant driven by plant 

configuration, forecast accuracy and measurement period. 

 

4.1. Wind Plant Configuration 

Fig. 4 shows the variation in firming energy requirement (E) for all of the plants, by turbine 

count.  Turbine count is a measure of the plant’s diversity and inherent smoothing over practical 

contract periods:  In general, plants with more turbines tend to have smoother power profiles and 

require less energy to firm, relative to the plant size.  However, significant variation exists between 

plants with similar numbers of turbines due to changes in turbine size, dispersion, and other factors. 

 

(a) 60 Minute Contract Period                 (b) 5 Minute Contract Period 

Fig. 4: Energy needed to firm contract period using a persistence forecast, plotted as a function of the # of turbines 

in each wind plant. Contract period and measure period are 60 minutes (left) and 5 minutes (right). 
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If variability in the output from individual units in the plant is uncorrelated, variability for 

the entire plant will decrease at 𝑉1/√𝑛, where 𝑉1 is the variability in one turbine, and 𝑛 is the 

number of turbines in the plant.  Since firming energy is a form of variability, completely 

uncorrelated parameters should illustrate this behavior.  For two plants with different turbine 

counts, variability should reduce as: 

      𝐸1

𝐸2
=

√𝑛2

√𝑛1

 (4) 

 

where E1 is firming energy of plant 1, E2 is firming energy of plant 2, 𝑛1 is the number of turbines 

in plant 1, and 𝑛2 is the number of turbines in plant 2. Comparing the plants to the plant with the 

highest turbines count in Fig. 4, the 60 minute contract period has a mean ratio difference of 0.33 

with one plant less than 0.1. The 5 minute contract period has a mean ratio difference of 0.14, with 

6 plants having a ratio difference less than 0.1. This indicates that for 60 minute periods, output 

across the wind plant is significantly correlated.   While some correlation exists for five minute 

contract periods, the correlation is much less significant.  This effect explains why firming energy 

increases significantly as the contract period increases. 

 

4.2. Contract Period 

Fig. 5 shows firming energy when measurement period is equal to the contracted period. 

This study considered contract periods from five to sixty minutes.  Sub-hour contract periods 

reduce the firming energy required as well as the range of required energy. It is logical to assume 

larger contract periods are harder to forecast, and will yield larger deviations between generated 

and forecasted power. 
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Fig. 5: Firming energy required for different contract periods when measure period is equal to contract period, using 

a persistence forecast. Differently colored circles at each contract period represent each of the 13 locations. 
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around 8-9% of plant size with a persistence forecast. 
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period on the energy required for a perfect forecast.  This represents the “best case” energy 

requirement: the standard for comparison. Table II shows the energy requirements when the 

forecast error has a scaling parameter of γf, for the same plant. 

Table I 

Firming Energy for Contract and Measure Periods for Perfect Forecast – γ =  0. Percent of rated plant size. 
  Contract Period 

  60 30 15 10 5 
M

e
a

su
r
e
 

P
e
ri

o
d

 
5 4.1% 1.2% 0.4% 0.2% 0% 

10 4.0% 1.2%  0%  

15 3.9% 1.2% 0%   

30 3.8% 0%    

60 0%     

 

Table II 

Firming Energy for Contract and Measure Periods for Reference Forecast –   γ =  γ𝑓. Percent of rated plant size. 

  Contract Period 

  60 30 15 10 5 

M
e
a

su
r
e
 

P
e
ri

o
d

 

5 42.9% 16.5% 6.3% 3.6% 0.8% 

10 42.8% 16.7%  2.0%  

15 43.9% 16.6% 3.6%   

30 43.4% 10.1%    

60 28.5%     

 

Once measurement period decreases from the contract period, firming energy drastically 

increases. Both tables show firming energy not strongly dependent on measurement period once it 

is less than contract period, but a significant difference exists between “equal to contract period” 

and “not equal to the contract period.” Results are similar for other values of 𝛾.  This result 

illustrates that firming is extremely difficult if intra-period measurements are made, and these 

should be avoided if firming is desired. 

  

4.4. Forecast Accuracy 

Forecast accuracy in the timescales evaluated does affect firming energy requirements, and 

deviation from a perfect forecast increases as γ of the simulated imperfect forecasts increases.    
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Fig. 6 shows increasing firming energy as the forecast deviates from the “perfect forecast” at 0. 

Fig. 6 demonstrates the relation between forecast accuracy and firming energy required for 

each contract period for all 13 wind plants. The x-axis scale parameter ratio is calculated from the 

simulated imperfect forecasts (γ) divided by reference forecast (γf). The y-axis ratio of firming 

energy required in the range of imperfect forecast is calculated the same way: E(γ) divided by 

E(γf). These ratios in Fig. 6 show the relation of required firming energy and forecast accuracy are 

independent of wind plant size and configuration, and nearly linear. A 50% improvement in 

forecast accuracy represented by a 50% reduction in forecast ratio γ/γf, will reduce firming energy 

required by about 45%. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Scale parameter ratio and energy requirement ratio normalized by the reference forecast. Data displayed is 

for all contract periods evaluated, when measurement period equals contract period. 
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above which were not part of this scope. In view of the results, as contract period increases, Cauchy 

scale parameter increases and the error distribution approaches a normal distribution shape. For 

those analyses, a Gaussian distribution may be acceptable; but, for work here, a Cauchy 

distribution is the best fit. 

Wind plants with higher turbine counts tend to have smoother power generations, but 

significant differences exist between plants with similar numbers of turbines. Turbine count is not 

an indicator of firming energy requirements. As contract periods decrease, wind plant correlation 

also decreases. Decreasing contract periods reduces firming energy required as well as the range 

of firming energy values across multiple wind plants. When measure period is less than contract 

period, even a perfect forecast has some deviation between generated and forecasted energy. To 

minimize firming energy, measurement periods need to equal contract periods.  

Persistence forecasts have large deviations and high firming energy requirements. 

Improving forecast accuracy for any contract period or wind plant evaluated reduces the firming 

energy required by almost the same magnitude without the need for additional wind plant analysis. 

Improvements to forecast accuracy will reduce firming energy for any wind plant equal to the 

curve fit in Fig. 6.  

This work looks at firming energy and the magnitude of forecast errors only. Further work 

should compare the differences of firming power requirements with firming energy for individual 

plants, and look at effects of the timing of forecasts in addition to magnitude. 
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PART II: 

 

 

 

STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF WIND FORECAST ACCURACY USING WIND 

SPEED AND FORECAST ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wind energy is a prominent energy resource due to its economic advantages and technical 

feasibility in generating electricity [27]. In some areas, a significant penetration of wind energy 

has already been installed and wind power production represents a high proportion of electrical 

load at peak production. Current trends in the wind energy penetration are expected to grow at a 

steady pace. In Europe, goals are in place for up to 37% of electricity to be generated by wind and 

solar by the year 2020 [27]. The unavoidable variability in wind velocities causes variable power 

generation uncorrelated with grid load. In a deregulated market, wind plants participate in the 

primary energy market where they commit specific power per unit time termed as “contract period” 

[28]. Unit commitments of wind plants have an element of uncertainty due to the deviation between 

forecasted and observed production, termed “forecast error”. This may hinder the ability of wind 

plants to meet the firm contracts. Output of a wind plant being predicted   extremely accurately by   

the   forecasting   model is a rare occurrence.  Normally there exists marked deviation between 

predicted and actual output of wind plants. Natural smoothing due to aggregation of outputs of 

wind plants at a regional level is an effective technique to firm wind contracts [19]. As the physical 

distances between plants increases, correlation between the outputs of those plants decreases, 

resulting in more consistent total power independent of local wind behavior. However, regional 

aggregation may not always be effective since it is governed by correlation between the outputs of 
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those plants. Implementation of regional smoothing is subjected to challenges such as availability 

of suitable transmission infrastructure and flexible governance. Alternatives to regional smoothing 

of wind power have to be pursued. Studies have proposed local storage of excess energy to help 

meet these contracts, and this process is known as “firming” [19]. In this study, firming energy is 

defined as the energy required to meet a wind plant’s contract. Firming power is the average power 

required to firm a plant’s contract within the period of measure. A previous study has concluded 

firming requirements are minimized when measurement period is equal to contract period [29]. 

Contract firming has gained increased importance with renewable energy resources being 

integrated in the modernized electricity grids. In this report, firming requirements will refer to the 

difference between power and energy forecasted and produced at each wind plant. Negative 

firming requirements correspond to more power or energy produced than forecasted, while positive 

requirements correspond to less being produced than forecast. For a plant participating in local 

contract firming through storage, negative firming requirements require energy to be stored, while 

positive firming requirements require energy be supplied to the plant’s output. As discussed in 

[26], firming requirements needed for individual or multiple plants are not easily determined. 

Generation deficits in the range of a few kW to several MWs within a short time span 

frequently occur in bulk interconnections as experienced firsthand by system operators. These 

generation deficits may be associated with generation outages, line outages, deficits in renewable 

energy resources, etc. Generation deficits are typically compensated using operational spinning 

and non-spinning reserves (at the level of a balancing authority or independent system operator) 

or storage (supply locally) coordinated with the system operator. One storage technology used to 

counter variability of wind power plants is pumped hydro. However, limitations of environmental 

concerns, geographical availability for adding sites, and other demands on water supplies have led 
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to the increased importance of other contract firming technologies [30]. For success of other energy 

storage systems (ESS), a balance between charging and discharging times has to be maintained. 

Studies have been performed evaluating the feasibility of ESS. A reliability assessment of using 

ESS with wind plants in the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) has been performed [31]. The 

system reliability indices under different scenarios of expected wind energy and load with the ESS 

being controlled by the wind farm or the system operator is explored. For small islanded power 

systems, a significant improvement in the reliability with ESS implementation is presented [32]. 

The improvement in system reliability is inferred from the improvements in the loss of load 

expectation (LOLE) index. Also described is the synthesis of effective load carrying capacity 

(ELCC) for a wind plant with ESS, which indicates that the increase in ELCC is due to ESS. 

Hence, the importance of ESS has been well documented in the literature and is an accepted norm 

of achieving increased system reliability, especially with increased wind energy penetration. 

When evaluating potential wind plant locations, developers benefit from accurate firming 

requirement predictions. To accurately estimate this, several years of wind or power observation 

data for a specific location are required [33]. If only wind observations are available, turbine power 

curves can be used to calculate potential power. To calculate firming requirements at a specific 

wind plant, the forecast power production is compared to the observed production, and the firming 

requirements are the deviation between forecast and observed. However there is a large problem 

with this method, i.e., wind and forecast data are not readily available to developers, and wind data 

requires several years of data acquisition to attain [34]. Frequently, developers must set up a 

dedicated measurement tower at the location to record wind speeds.  Wind probability 

distributions, though, can be estimated from nearby areas or from atmospheric models and are 

easier to find. The analysis presented here will demonstrate a method for determining firming 
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requirements for wind plants of different sizes and geographic areas without the need for time 

series wind or power data. We will develop a statistical method using only a wind probability 

distribution and a forecasting error distribution that estimates firming requirements of 10 minute 

contracts. The data will be presented according to a 99.5% firming success rate. This means the 

resulting firming requirements are calculated for successful firming of 99.5% of contract periods, 

leaving 262 contract periods throughout the duration of one year not firmed. The reason 0.5% of 

contract periods are left unaccounted for is to limit the impact of shutdown to trip events during 

periods when the plant is running near capacity, as these are handled by contingency planning by 

the grid operator, and represent normal grid operations independent of the forecasting errors being 

studied here. If firming requirements were calculated for 100% of contract periods, firming 

requirements would be at the rated capacity of each plant and this analysis would be irrelevant. 

The required error distributions can be acquired from wind plants with similar characteristics to 

the potential plant of interest or from locations proximal to the one of interest. Optimally, forecast 

error distributions would be supplied by the same company that will operate the potential wind 

plant, assuring similar forecasting techniques will be used and the error distribution used for the 

analysis will be similar to what is seen during operation.  For this analysis, forecast data was not 

available for any locations except one, so the results are compared with results using time series 

power measurements and a persistence forecast to confirm accuracy. At short time scales less than 

one hour, forecasts are almost entirely persistence, so persistence forecasts are an accurate 

representation of actual forecasts [14]. Lastly, persistence forecasts for varying lead times of one 

hour and greater are created at the location where actual forecasts are available. These persistence 

forecasts are compared with the actual forecasts to evaluate the accuracy of using purely 
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persistence forecasts for longer forecast lead times, where advanced forecasting technologies 

should normally provide a benefit over persistence. 

The statistical method described here has 3 main parts: 

1. Time series power observation and time series forecast data comparison 

1.1. Generate a forecast from time series wind or power data. If data is wind speed it must be 

converted to turbine power, which is accomplished with turbine power equations available 

from manufacturers [35] or more sophisticated methods developed by plant operators.  

1.2. Compare forecast and power observation data to determine forecast errors.  

1.3. Calculate power and energy required for stated success rate of contract firming.  

2. Time series power and forecast error distribution comparison 

2.1. Characterize distribution of errors between forecast and observed power from step 1.  

2.2. Apply error distribution characterizations to the time series wind power data used in step 

1 to create new observations. Determine the error between original power data and power 

data with applied forecast errors. 

2.3. Calculate power and energy firming requirements from error in step 2.2.  

3. Power distribution and forecast error distribution comparison 

3.1. Generate a power probability distribution from observed power for each location. Sample 

the distribution to create theoretical power observations equal to the original data time 

span.  

3.2. Apply error distributions used in step 2 to the theoretical observations created from the 

power distributions. Determine error between the theoretical observations and error-

adjusted theoretical observations 

3.3. Calculate power and energy firming requirements from error in step 3.2. 
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Method one is an ideal case where both observed power data and the respective forecasts 

are available. This allows the exact firming requirements to be calculated. However, having both 

sets of data is not very likely, and method two or three are more likely to occur. Method two 

requires wind or power observation data but not actual forecasts. Since many wind forecasters 

already use persistence forecast for short timescales, this method may only have marginal 

improvement or value over the first method. It is most likely that neither wind nor power data 

would be available to a developer. In this case, method three would be of great value and would 

allow firming requirements of a location of interest to be calculated. 

 

2. DATA AND ANALYSIS 

 

The data used for this analysis was provided by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

(NREL), the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), and Xcel Energy.  The data from 

NREL consists of logs of power output for 11 wind plants in the western United States for the time 

span of three consecutive years, in one minute resolution, while the NCAR and Xcel Energy data 

is logs of both power forecasts and observations for one location for the time span of 2 consecutive 

years in 5 minute resolution. Although the power observations are in 5 minute resolution, the 

power forecasts are averaged over 1 hour.  If the available data were wind speeds it would have 

first been converted to potential wind power based on the turbine model at each location, but wind 

power observations were available so this was not necessary. For all analyses, energy and power 

are normalized to each wind plant’s rated generation capacity in MW. 

Depending on the market structure, firm contracts are obtained from the market data ahead 

of when the actual contract period begins. Thus, wind plants use the outputs of forecasting models 

for commitments which are associated with errors that are a function of the forecast horizon. Wind 
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plants participate in markets with time spans varying between commitments one day ahead, to five 

minute commitment periods. If the wind plants are unable to meet the commitment for a contract 

period, energy needs to be supplied via reserves or spot market [28]. The analysis presented here 

calculates the power and energy needed to firm contracts in these cases [25], [36]. 

 

2.1. Method 1 

The first step was to generate a forecast based on the supplied data. Persistence forecast is 

the preferred forecasting method for short forecast windows and is commonly used as a reference 

with which to compare other forecasting methods. It was chosen to represent a reference forecast 

from which forecasting errors were calculated for this study [22], [23]. Longer lead time forecasts 

are not purely persistence, but for short time spans the actual forecasts are heavily weighted by 

persistence and are almost identical [13].  Persistence forecasting is preferred on account of its 

simplicity of application and accuracy over short periods. It can be described as a perfect forecast 

for the current period with a time delay to a future period. It works by having forecasted power for 

any contract period being equal to average production of the previous period with no delay. 

However, in practice when persistence forecasts are applied there is some delay. A one-period 

delay was chosen in this study, so the forecast for each period is actually the average of the single 

period two periods prior to the one being forecasted. The persistence forecast method is illustrated 

in Fig. 7. A ten minute contract period and forecast lead time was chosen as good representation 

of forecasting and contracting periods as industry-leading electricity markets are moving to 10 or 

15 minute scheduling. 
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Fig. 7: Wind power data with persistence forecast model and 10 minute contract period. Blue line is actual power, 

red line is persistence forecast. 

 

Ideally, wind forecasts and wind or power observations would also be available for 

analysis. These would allow historic firming requirements to be calculated. However, actual 

forecast data was not available so a realistic forecast had to be simulated. Using the reference 

forecast, power errors, ep, were computed by subtracting the forecasted power, 𝛷, from the 

observed power, p, for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ minute of a contract. 

 
𝑒𝑝,𝑖 =  𝑝𝑖 − 𝛷𝑖 (5) 

Forecast power each contract period, 𝛷, is equal to the average observed power two periods prior 

calculated by dividing the sum of observed power by the length of the contract period. Forecast 

power is the constant throughout each contract period. 

 
Φ =

∑ pi
N
i=1

N
 

     (6) 

N is the number of minutes in each contract period. Forecast power is constant throughout the 

contract period. Since Φ is the average power two periods prior, the first two contract periods do 
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not have forecasts and are not included in the analysis. Likewise, energy values for the respective 

contract periods were computed by subtracting the observed energy each contract period by the 

forecast energy. Firming requirements for each plant were calculated every contract period for 

each year. Fig. 8 plots the distribution of forecast power errors for one plant for each year, and 

Table III displays the upper and lower bounded maximum and minimum power and energy errors 

for the same plant. Table IV displays the same information for a second, smaller capacity plant. 

All error values are percent of wind plant capacity.  

 

Fig. 8: Distribution of forecast errors for each year for one wind plant. Vertical lines are the upper and lower bounds. 

Positive values mean power must be supplied for firming, negative values means power must be absorbed.  

 

 

 

Table III 

Power firming requirements for a large wind plant in percentage of capacity of the wind plant. Max and min power 

are in units of MW/MW. Max and min energy are in units of MWh/MW. Positive numbers require energy to be 

supplied to firm a contract while negative numbers mean more energy is produced than predicted.  

Plant 1 

Max Power 

(MW/MW) 

Min Power  

(MW/MW) 

Max Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Min Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Year 1 20.6% -22.0% 3.4% -3.7% 

Year 2 22.0% -24.0% 3.6% -4.0% 

Year 3 22.0% -23.8% 3.6% -4.0% 
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Table IV 

Firming requirements for a smaller rated capacity wind plant. This table shows the same information as Table III for 

a smaller rated capacity plant.  

Plant 2 

Max Error 

(MW/MW) 

Min Error  

(MW/MW) 

Max Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Min Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Year 1 31.2% -34.2% 5.2% -5.7% 

Year 2 30.2% -31.0% 5.0% -5.2% 

Year 3 31.6% -33.0% 5.2% -5.5% 

 

In Table III and Table IV, Max Error is the largest deviation between predicted and produced power 

during a contract period when the power produced is less than predicted. Min Error is the largest 

deviation between predicted and produced power during a contract period when the power 

produced is more than predicted. Max Energy is the largest amount of energy deviation in one 

contract period between predicted and produced when less energy is produced than predicted. Min 

Energy is the largest deviation during one contract period of predicted and produced energy when 

more energy is produced than predicted. The results from this method are an ideal case where both 

wind power and wind forecast data are available, which allows the exact firming requirements to 

be calculated. As seen in Fig. 8 and similar with other locations, forecast error distributions are 

primarily governed by the forecasting timescale regardless of other parameters [24]. The next 

method uses time series wind power data and a forecast error distribution to estimate firming 

requirements. While it is a more general estimation, it is more valuable to developers who may not 

have access to wind power forecasts.  

 

2.2. Method 2 

The next statistical method for estimating firming requirements involves time series power 

data, and distributions of the forecast error from method 1. Rather than creating a persistence 

forecast as in method 1, method 2 uses the forecast error distributions to estimate firming 

requirements assuming a similar forecast error distribution is seen in practice. Observations from 
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the data set utilized here, and in agreement with [24], show the distributions for similar contract 

timescales are similarly shaped and can be represented by a Cauchy distribution. First, Cauchy 

distributions were fitted to each year's cumulative probability distribution of forecast power errors 

for each location, yielding a unique γ and forecast error distribution fit for each case. Each 

distribution is limited at -1 and 1, which correspond to an error 100% of the rated capacity of the 

wind plant.  Next these error distributions are applied to the time series power observations to 

synthesize forecasts that can be compared with the observations to calculate firming requirements. 

 

2.2.1 Error Modeling 

Forecast errors are used to calculate firming requirements. They can be modeled using 

standard distributions such as Cauchy, normal, and beta [24]. Selection of a suitable distribution 

to model the forecasting error is dependent on the forecast horizon. For the data sets and contract 

period used in this analysis, it has been observed that a Cauchy distribution fits the errors better as 

compared to the normal distribution which has been employed for longer contract and forecast 

periods [25]. Fig. 9 shows a Cauchy distribution fit to forecasting power errors for a persistence 

forecast and a ten minute contract.  

 

Fig. 9: Cauchy cumulative distribution (red) fit to persistence forecast errors (blue) for a ten minute contract period.  
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A Cauchy distribution was fit to the forecasting error distribution for each wind plant and 

year of data. The choice of Cauchy distribution is also supported by the persistence error forecasts 

as analyzed in [24]. In a Cauchy distribution, the parameter γ defines the shape of the probability 

distribution function (PDF). It is equal to the half-width at half-maximum, or half the interquartile 

range. A smaller γ value produces a taller and narrower PDF than a larger one.  The results from 

the data and analysis in [29] report Cauchy distributions for forecasting errors corresponding to 

the contract period of 10 minutes have γ values between 0.0075 and 0.0125.  In that study larger 

values of γ indicate larger magnitude forecast errors. 

Once the error distributions are created, the average power observation of each contract 

period is determined utilizing the same process as in method 1. The forecast error distribution is 

randomly sampled the same number of times as the number of contract periods, and each period’s 

average power observation, P, is multiplied by the randomly sampled error, e, to produce a new 

vector of observations.  

 P′ = P ∗ e (7) 

 

This new vector, P’ is considered to be a new set of power forecasts. For further calculations 

it is treated the same as the persistence forecast in method 1. The new forecasts are compared to 

the observations following equation 5, and the error between observed and forecasted power and 

energy each contract period is calculated. The differences in firming requirements between the 

results in method 1 and method 2 are shown in Table V and Table VI. The results are calculated 

for the same locations with the same data. 
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Table V 

Difference in firming requirements from the plant in Table III, in percent of rated plant capacity. Requirements are 

calculated from a generated forecast based on power observations and the persistence forecasting error in section 

2.1. Positive numbers represent larger absolute max and min errors from method 2. 

Plant 1 Max Power 

(MW/MW) 

Min Power 

(MW/MW)  

Max Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Min Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Year 1 4.9% 4.1% 0.8% 0.7% 

Year 2 6.3% 5.4% 1.3% 0.9% 

Year 3 1.3% -0.2% 0.3% -0.2% 

 

Table VI 

Difference in firming requirements for the smaller plant described by Table IV. Forecasts are generated from power 

observations and persistence forecast error distributions. 

Plant 2 Max Power 

(MW/MW) 

Min Power 

(MW/MW)  

Max Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Min Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Year 1 1.2% -1.4% 0.2% -0.2% 

Year 2 3.9% 3.2% 0.6% 0.5% 

Year 3 1.4% 0.6% 0.3% 0.1% 

 

2.3. Method 3 

The final method of estimating firming requirements eliminates the need for wind or power 

observations. Wind distributions can be converted to power distributions with turbine power 

curves [35].  With only a wind probability distribution for a specific location and a forecasting 

error distribution, firming requirements are estimated. This method is valuable for evaluating 

potential wind plant locations because it eliminates the need for wind or power observation data 

which are not always easily obtained. Fig. 10 displays the power distribution for one location for 

one year of power data.  
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Fig. 10: Wind power distribution for a wind plant with a capacity near 100 MW. 

 

Implementing this estimating method is similar to method 2 (section 2.2), but there is an 

additional initial two steps required. Step one is to convert a wind speed distribution to a wind 

power distribution. For this study, the available data was provided in terms of time-series of power.  

Therefore, no conversion from wind to power is necessary. The second step is to randomly sample 

the wind power distribution the same number of times as there are contract periods in a year to 

synthesize wind power observations. Next, the same forecast error distributions from method 2 are 

randomly sampled an equal number of times to create an average forecast error corresponding to 

each contract period. These two steps result in newly created observations and forecasts for each 

contract period of the year. The newly created observations correspond to hypothetical average 

power observed each contract period. These synthesized observations are multiplied by the 

contract forecast errors following equation 7 to produce error-adjusted observations corresponding 

to each contract period. The error-adjusted observations are treated as forecasts for firming 

requirement calculations. As the final step, the resulting forecasts (error-adjusted observations) are 

compared to the originally created observations to calculate error according to equation 5. The 

difference between observed and forecast power and energy each contract period is calculated, and 
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these differences are the firming requirements for each location, calculated from only power and 

forecast error distributions. The firming requirements for this estimating method for each location 

compared to the results of method 1 are displayed in Table VII and Table VIII. 

Table VII 

The same wind plant is shown as in Table III and Table V. Difference in firming requirements in percent of rated 

plant capacity between the final estimation method where only a wind and forecast error distributions are used and 

method 1. Positive numbers represent larger absolute max and min errors. 

Plant 1 Max Power 

(MW/MW) 

Min Power 

(MW/MW)  

Max Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Min Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Year 1 8.7% 7.3% 1.5% 1.2% 

Year 2 6.0% 4.6% 1.0% 0.8% 

Year 3 0.1% -0.5% 0.1% -0.1% 

 

Table VIII 

Difference in firming requirements for the same plant as Table IV and Table VI, between method 3 and method 1, 

calculated according to method 3 described by section 2.3. 

Plant 2 Max Power 

(MW/MW) 

Min Power 

(MW/MW)  

Max Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Min Energy 

(MWh/MW) 

Year 1 0.7% -2.3% 0.1% -0.4% 

Year 2 4.1% 3.1% 0.7% 0.5% 

Year 3 1.6% 0.6% 0.3% 0.1% 

 

 On the next page Table IX displays a summarized comparison of the results from each 

method. Firming results are shown as percent of rated plant capacity for each year at 2 different 

locations. Both maximum and minimum power and energy requirements are displayed. Positive 

numbers mean firming power or energy must be supplied, negative numbers mean it must be 

curtailed.   
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Table IX 

Summary of firming requirements calculated using each of the three methods.  

Results are shown as percent of rated plant capacity. Results for two plants shown. 

 

 

Power (MW) 

 

Energy (MWh) 

Plant 1 Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Plant 1 Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 

Year 1 
Max 20.6% 25.5% 29.3% 

Year 1 
Max 3.4% 4.2% 4.9% 

Min -22.0% -26.1% -29.3% Min -3.7% -4.4% -4.9% 

Year 2 
Max 22.0% 28.3% 28.0% 

Year 2 
Max 3.6% 4.9% 4.6% 

Min -24.0% -29.4% -28.6% Min -4.0% -4.9% -4.8% 

Year 3 
Max 22.0% 23.3% 22.1% 

Year 3 
Max 3.6% 3.9% 3.7% 

Min -23.8% -23.6% -23.3% Min -4.0% -3.8% -3.9% 

 

Power (MW) 

 

Energy (MWh) 

Plant 2 Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Plant 2 Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 

Year 1 
Max 31.2% 32.4% 31.9% 

Year 1 
Max 5.2% 5.4% 5.3% 

Min -34.2% -32.8% -31.9% Min -5.7% -5.5% -5.4% 

Year 2 
Max 30.2% 34.1% 34.3% 

Year 2 
Max 5.0% 5.6% 5.7% 

Min -31.0% -34.2% -34.1% Min -5.2% -5.7% -5.7% 

Year 3 
Max 31.6% 33.0% 33.2% 

Year 3 
Max 5.2% 5.5% 5.5% 

Min -33.0% -33.6% -33.6%  Min -5.5% -5.6% -5.6% 
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2.3.1. Forecast Comparison 

Once these statistical estimation methods were complete, the last step was to compare 

persistence with actual forecasts for lead times where persistence should be less accurate than the 

actual forecasts. Method 1 (section 2.1) was repeated with the wind plant which had actual 

forecast data available. Power forecasts were available in 1 hour resolution, so a persistence 

forecast was constructed for 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hour lead times. These forecasts were compared 

to the power observations, and persistence forecast error distributions were created. Next, the 

actual power forecasts for the same lead times were compared with the power observations, and 

actual forecast error distributions were created. Firming requirements for the real forecast error 

distributions were calculated based on a 99.5% success rate. The results are compared in the next 

section. 

   

3. RESULTS 

 

The locations studied have various capacities and turbine counts. The number of turbines 

ranges from 15 to 320, and the MW capacity ranges from 20 to 300. No obvious patterns 

governing the shape of the wind power distributions could be distinguished between them. There 

was also no correlation between available wind plant characteristics and persistence forecasting 

error distributions. The most influential factor of forecast error distributions appears to be the 

forecast timescale, which agrees with [24], [25].  

Fig. 11 displays a comparison of each year for two plants, for each of the three firming 

requirement estimating methods. Plant one is a larger wind plant in both capacity and number of 

turbines when compared to plant 2. Firming requirements shown in Fig. 11 are largest absolute 

values of both negative and positive requirements. Firming requirements for the larger plant 
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fluctuated more between years than the second. Additionally, the larger plant’s persistence 

forecasting error distributions fluctuated more between years compared to a smaller plant. Plant 2 

had Cauchy curve γ values for each year within 1% of each other, while plant 1’s Cauchy curve γ 

values were only within 10%. The largest percentage difference of Cauchy γ values between all 

wind plants studied was 49%. 

 

Fig. 11: Largest absolute power (left) and energy (right) firming requirements for each year of two wind plants, to 

successfully firm 99.5% of contracts.  Top row are results from plant 1, bottom row are results from plant 2.  Plant 1 

is both larger in capacity and number of turbines than plant 2.  

 

The firming requirements calculated with the described analyses were very similar to each 

other. Tables 3-8 compare each individual method. While there is significant variation between 
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plants, there is much less variation between years at the same wind plant. Methods 2 and 3 both 

estimate conservatively, or slightly overestimate firming requirements. Firming power required 

due to forecasting errors calculated in method 3 (section 2.3) is within 10% of actual in the worst 

case, and within 1% in the best case. Not surprisingly, power and energy follow a similar pattern. 

These results show that firming requirements can be successfully calculated from wind and 

forecasting error distributions without requiring actual forecasts or time series data.  

In addition to this analysis, forecasting error distributions of long lead times with both 

persistence and actual forecasts were compared. Compiling error distributions for both persistence 

and actual forecasts compared to observations, firming requirements for a 99.5% success rate were 

calculated. It was expected that actual forecasts would be more accurate at these long lead times 

than persistence forecasts. This is confirmed by the results in Table X. Table X shows the difference 

in firming requirements between persistence and actual forecasts for forecast lead times of 1, 3, 6, 

12, and 24 hours. Absolute value of actual firming requirements are subtracted from persistence 

so positive numbers represent the reduction, or improvement from persistence to actual forecast 

firming requirements. The results are from a wind plant not used in earlier analysis.  

 

Table X 

Reduction in firming requirements between actual and persistence forecasts for several different lead times in 

percent of rated capacity of the wind plant. 

Lead 

Time 

(hours) 

Max 

Power 

Min 

Power 

Max 

Energy 

Min 

Energy 

1 24.6% 29.6% 2.1% 2.5% 

3 23.0% 17.0% 1.9% 1.4% 

6 25.2% 20.4% 2.0% 1.7% 

12 18.6% 20.6% 1.5% 1.7% 

24 16.4% 23.0% 1.3% 2.0% 
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Comparing forecast methods doesn’t show a relationship between forecast lead time and 

improvement from persistence. Firming power requirements for actual forecasts are much less than 

the firming requirements if purely persistence forecasts were used. This result confirms the 

advanced forecasting system employed by NCAR is more accurate than persistence forecasts for 

wind and power forecasting at times of 1 hour and greater.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

It has been shown that firming requirements for 10 minute contract periods can be 

accurately estimated to within 10% using a wind or power distribution and forecasting error 

distribution. Firming requirements for 99.5% of contracts throughout the year are reported. If a 

plant participates in local contract firming through storage, this results in 262 contracts where the 

contract was not firmed using available local storage. Increasing the percentage of firm contracts 

will increase the reported firming requirement amounts. These results would be close to the results 

seen in actual operation if the same contract periods were used. If different contract periods or 

forecast timescales are used the results will be different and the scope of this work does not 

investigate other combinations of operating parameters. While method three still requires access 

to a wind forecast distribution, as stated earlier these distributions are similarly shaped for each 

contract period timescale regardless of other factors and can at worst be estimated.  

Next, by comparing persistence forecasts with actual forecasts, it was shown that 

persistence forecasting is effective below an hour lead time, but longer times require advanced 

forecasting methods, such as the forecasting provided by NCAR. The actual forecast results 

confirm the advanced forecasting available from NCAR is more accurate than persistence forecasts 

at these forecast lead times. Table X compares firming requirements of persistence and actual 
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forecasts. These values show the reduced firming requirements necessary when forecasts are more 

accurate, and lead to the assumption that increasing forecast accuracy will decrease required 

contract firming, allowing higher renewable energy market penetration. Firming energy 

improvements are small, about 2% reduction in MWh when normalized to plant capacity. However 

firming power improvements are much larger. Firming power is reduced by an average of 22% of 

plant capacity by using actual forecasts instead of persistence at lead time 1 hour and greater.   

If available, historical observation and forecast data for a particular location are always 

preferred. However, frequently they are not available and distributions that characterize different 

locations must be implemented. After following this statistical analysis method, the calculated 

information can be used in many advantageous ways. Developers can use the estimations to size 

required energy storage systems if a plant is participating in local contract firming, or to inform 

potential operators of the expected deviation between forecast and produced power and energy. 

This can be a valuable tool to save time and money in future development projects. 
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PART III: 

 

 

 

ADVANCED WIND RAMP DETECTION METHODLOGY USING BIMODALITY 

STATISTICS 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Installed wind capacity in the United States has been following an upward trend, with over 

40,000 MW of installed capacity at the end of 2010 [37]. This trend is expected to continue 

worldwide throughout the next several decades [5]. The continually increasing prominence of wind 

power throughout the world magnifies the inherent problems with high penetrations of wind 

power, e.g. its stochastic nature [7]. This highly variable nature makes accurate forecasting 

techniques of power output from generation systems critical [13].  Large changes in wind speed, 

called “ramps”, can cause large changes in wind power which are difficult for power system 

operators to manage [9]. Wind ramps consist of two factors, a specific magnitude change and a 

specific time. Correctly forecasting timing but not magnitude results in larger errors than expected 

at the expected ramp time. If magnitude is underestimated, energy reserves may be unavailable to 

provide additional energy when needed. Correctly forecasting magnitude but not timing creates 

the same situation and errors, except errors occur at unexpected times. Accurately forecasting both 

ramp timing and magnitude is critical to improving ramp forecasts, but requires complicated 

statistical analyses [9], [14].  Ramp events are highly influenced by regional geography and 

weather patterns, and forecasting them is an area of high interest to commercial providers of wind 

power. Some operators have partnered with national labs to research ramp behavior and develop 

sophisticated wind prediction systems [9].  Separating the individual effects of timing and 
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magnitude from overall forecasting errors would quantify which factor contributes more to overall 

forecasting errors. Focusing resources on the factor of greater importance would result in a better 

overall improvement in ramp forecasting accuracy. 

Ramp events are especially problematic for wind plants committing to specific power 

output per unit time, termed “contract periods”. Forecasting “errors” are power or energy 

deviations between forecasted and observed wind power output during a contract period. Fig. 12 

explains the difference between power and energy forecasting errors. 

 

Fig. 12: Schematic representation of power and energy forecast errors. The blue line is actual power data and the red 

line is the corresponding forecasts. Power error is the difference between the observed and forecasted power at each 

point. The maximum power difference for the pictured period is shown by the arrows. Energy error is the sum of all 

power errors, or the area of the shaded region in the figure. 

 

To lessen the effect forecast errors, “contract firming” is a solution where power is supplied 

through system or local reserves when forecast errors are large, e.g. spinning reserves or energy 

storage systems that can deliver immediate power [38]. Energy reserves diminish the 

environmental benefits of renewable energy technologies due to low efficiencies, emissions, 

material and energy requirements for manufacturing, capital investments and maintenance costs. 

[8]. Improving forecasts is a universally accepted solution to reduce supplemental energy 
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requirements and carbon emissions of wind power, while increasing its potential for high 

penetration [9]. 

Currently, forecast lead times less than one hour are predominantly persistence, and 

resemble pure persistence forecasts more as these lead times decrease [13]. As forecast lead times 

increase beyond one hour, advanced forecasting techniques such as the National Center for 

Atmospheric Research’s (NCAR) Dynamic Integrated Forecast System (DICast) and Variational 

Doppler Radar Assimilation System (VDRAS) become more accurate than persistence [14]. These 

models weight future predictions with previous history and current atmospheric data to tune their 

outputs, which are continuously changing wind power production forecasts. Wind plant operators 

use these forecasts to contract specific production per unit time duration before contracted periods 

start. Separating the influence of timing and magnitude on forecast errors will allow better 

prioritization of wind forecast research and advancement efforts. One widely accepted ramp 

detection method is to compare change in power output over a specific time to a percent of 

operating capacity of the location. If the change in output is larger than this threshold, it is 

identified as a wind ramp event.   

The method constructed in this paper is a statistical approach to determine if and when 

ramp events occur. A similar method has been used by the authors to detect electrical devices and 

identify unique signatures through current draw, and start / stop transients. The ramp detection 

algorithm must detect ramp events in clean and noisy data while filtering out trends that do not 

qualify as ramp events.  It will detect both if a ramp occurs, and estimate a consistent temporal 

center of the event. The ramp center is defined as the point of highest rate of change in power 

during the event. After ramp detection we will compare forecast data for the same points in time 
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to determine the individual influences of timing and magnitude on forecast power and energy 

errors.  

In this paper we will discuss several ramp detection methods and develop a weighted 

detection coefficient. Next we will calculate power and energy errors between detected ramps and 

corresponding forecast data, then optimize forecast timing and recalculate these values with the 

forecast adjusted to this timing. Last, timing and magnitude influences on the forecast errors are 

extracted and analyzed. 

 

2. DETECTION METHODOLOGY 

 

2.1.  Data 

The data used for this analysis was provided through Xcel energy and NCAR. It consists 

of wind forecasts made available through NCAR’s advanced wind forecasting models, and wind 

power output observations for a 300MW capacity wind plant in northern Colorado from November 

2009 until July 2011. Forecasts were hour ending, for 3 hours ahead, in 1 hour intervals. Hour 

ending means the forecasted value is predicted for the hour ending at that time. Power observations 

were available every 5 minutes, each an average of 10 second observation data over the 5 minute 

period.  Out of 111780 available observations 6787 were missing, and out of 9315 hour long 

forecasts, 1257 were missing. Many missing values were single points, so these points were 

interpolated to the nearest available neighbors.  If more than 4 consecutive points were missing 

there was no interpolation for these points. Any missing forecasts or observations were excluded 

from ramp detection and power and energy error calculations.  
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2.2.  Detection Methods 

The simplest method of detecting ramps is monitoring the maximum change in power 

output per unit time, and any difference above a threshold value signifies a wind ramp. While this 

method is easily implemented, it is prone to false positives. Any short spike in wind regardless 

how short or in what direction, or erroneous data points can increase the difference between 

minimum and maximum levels to above the threshold. A very short spike in power should not be 

considered a true ramp event since it would not have a significant impact on the forecast energy 

error. If an obvious wind ramp occurs but the maximum change is just below the threshold value, 

it will not detect it as a ramp event. Instances like this are still of interest, but because they fail to 

meet the minimum threshold value, a ramp is not detected. A more intelligent method of ramp 

detection is required to filter out these falsely triggered ramps from true, sustained ramp events 

and to detect both large and small ramps.  If a ramp event occurs and the data window is several 

times the duration of the event, the ramp will resemble a step change in power output. If a pure 

step change occurs in the middle of a data window and that data is shown as a histogram, the 

histogram will have two peaks, each one corresponding to the operating level before and after the 

step. This histogram shape is known as a bimodal distribution and is the basis of the ramp detection 

method that is constructed in this paper. An example section of data and corresponding histogram 

for a ramp event and no ramp event is shown below in (b) Non-ramp Event 

Fig. 13. The algorithm iterates through the observation data, updating the histogram each 

step. The process of adding and removing data for each iteration is described in detail later. In the 

figure the top graph produces a histogram with two peaks corresponding to the horizontal lines, 

while the bottom has a histogram with one peak.  
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(a) Ramp Event 

 

(b) Non-ramp Event 

Fig. 13:Comparison of histograms from a ramp (top) and non-ramp event (bottom).  Top: Example showing a ramp 

event taking about 100 minutes and the corresponding bimodal histogram. Bottom: Example of a power transient 

over a longer time and not qualified as a ramp, producing a unimodal histogram.  

 

 

Differentiating between bimodal or unimodal distributions can be evaluated by calculating 

bimodality strength.  The bimodality strength of a distribution represents how closely the 

distribution resembles a purely bimodal distribution. There are three widely accepted methods to 

calculate this value.  These are the bimodality coefficient (BC) [39], Hartigan’s dip test (HDT) 

[40], and Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) [41]. Several works have been published that 

compare either BC and HDT, or all three methods [42], [43], [44]. Bimodality coefficient and HDT 
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detect ramps more often than AIC, and HDT fluctuates less than BC from small changes in the 

histogram shape, resulting in less false positives. Although there are many comparisons, none of 

these attempt to create a composite, weighted value, nor do they apply to detecting changes in the 

data driving the histograms from which bimodal statistics are calculated. AIC is less desirable for 

this work because doesn’t calculate bimodality value directly, rather it calculates the goodness of 

fit between data and a distribution. This analysis will focus only on BC and HDT.  

 

2.2.1  Bimodality Coefficient 

Bimodality coefficient, bc, is calculated as follows [39]: 

 
𝑏𝑐 =  

𝑠2 + 1 

𝑘 +
3(𝑛 − 1)2

(𝑛 − 2)(𝑛 − 3)

 
(8) 

   

Where n is the number of points in the sample, s is the skewness, and k is the kurtosis of the sample. 

The bimodality coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, where a lower value corresponds to a more bimodal 

distribution. For the detection algorithms here, it is more convenient to consider a “bimodality 

strength” measurement defined as: 

 
bc′ = 1 − bc (9) 

Which causes bc’ to increase as the distribution becomes more bimodal. Recall that variance, 

denoted by s, is the second moment about the mean, 𝜇, and is described by the equation: 

 
𝑠 =  

1

𝑛
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (10) 
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Standard deviation, denoted by σ, is calculated as the square root of variance, s: 

 𝜎 =  √𝑠 (11) 

 

The 3rd and 4th moments about the mean, called skewness and kurtosis, respectively, are calculated 

by: 

 
𝑠 =  

∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇)3𝑛
𝑖=1

𝜎3
 

 

𝑘 =  
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇)4𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜎4
 

 

(12) 

 

(13) 

 

Using these equations the bimodality strength value is calculated from the bimodality coefficient.   

 

2.2.2  Hartigan’s Dip Test Statistic 

Hartigan’s dip test value is calculated and output from a MATLAB function made available 

to the public by Mechler [45]. These functions require a distribution of the data of interest as an 

input. The Hartigan dip test value ranges from 0 to 0.25, and a higher value corresponds to a more 

bimodal distribution. To match the range of the bimodality strength value, a “HDT strength” value 

is calculated by:  

 ℎ′ = 1 − 4 ∗ ℎ (14) 

 

where h is the Hartigan dip test value and h’ is the HDT strength parameter which describes how 

bimodal the distribution is. Both bc’ and h’ are calculated from a continuously updated histogram 

as the ramp detecting algorithm iterates through the data. The ramp detecting algorithm analyzes 

30 power observation data points at once, starting at the beginning of the array, adding and deleting 

one point each step until all data is exhausted. This process is depicted in Fig. 14.   
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Fig. 14: Starting at the beginning of the array (step A) a histogram is created from the current data window (dotted 

line). The detection algorithm steps through the power data, each time adding one data point on the end and 

removing the first point at the beginning. This moves the current data window through the array. This continues 

until a bimodal histogram is detected (step B). At this point the location in time is recorded and the algorithm 

continues iterating until the histogram is no longer bimodal (step C). The ending value is indexed, and a ramp event 

is detected and saved for further analysis.  

 

We consider a histogram bimodal when the bimodality value being evaluated is above a 

chosen threshold. When there are two peaks and the histogram is bimodal, the bimodality strength 

value will pass a certain threshold and a ramp event is recognized.  The ramp event data is indexed 

and saved until the ranking value falls below the threshold value, and the histogram is no longer 

considered bimodal. Fig. 15 shows an example of normalized power observation data, the 

corresponding bimodality value at that point in time, and the section of data that was identified as 

a ramp event. Bimodality value is impartial to the direction of change in power and detects ramps 

both increasing and decreasing, as is apparent by ramps in both directions in Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 15: Power observations with detected ramps. Horizontal red line is the ramp threshold while the bold magenta 

areas are sections where a ramp was detected.  Vertical red lines and arrows show the beginning and end of each 

ramp event. The sections where a ramp was detected correspond to areas where the bimodality value is above the 

detection threshold. The corresponding power data for a ramp detected at time i are from i-n to i which is why the 

bold areas precede the bimodality value. Power observations are normalized to 1 for ease of displaying over 

bimodality values.  

 

This process continues until all power observation data is exhausted and all ramp events 

that triggered detection are indexed and saved. This method of measuring bimodality detects ramp 

events while minimizing false triggers during short spikes in power, or during small non-

monotonically increasing or decreasing regions as seen in the first detected ramp of Fig. 15.  If the 

detecting algorithm is working correctly short spikes in the power observation data will not 

produce a peak on the histogram. Fig. 16 shows an example of a short spike in power that does not 

trigger ramp detection. The bimodality value increases during the rapid change in power output, 

but does not stay at the new level and quickly retreats.  
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Fig. 16: Example of a peak in power not triggering a ramp event. Horizontal line is the ramp threshold. The dashed 

line is the bimodality value and the solid line is normalized power observation data. 

 

2.3  Ramp Detection 

All three ramp detecting methods were performed on the same power observation data 

using a detection window of 2.5 hours, or 30 five minute power observation data points, for a range 

of detection thresholds. Table XI displays the results. BC and HDT values have a range from 0 to 

1, while the maximum power differences can range from 0 to 300 (MW), the rated capacity of the 

wind plant. So the simple ramp detection method has an output range from 0 to 1, each maximum 

power difference is divided by the rated capacity of the wind plant.  

 

Table XI 

 Results of ramp detection methods on power observation data. HDT detected the largest number of ramps. 

 Threshold 

 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

BC 1325 2640 1037 189 34 4 0 0 0 

HDT 3011 2187 1460 860 466 189 0 0 0 

Power 902 1128 900 615 404 257 152 86 34 
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The results from Table XI show the three methods yielded very different results. Many of 

the same ramps were detected across 2 or even all three methods, however none fully encompassed 

another one’s results and each one detected ramps unique to that method. Fig. 17 

 

Fig. 17: Ramp Detections indexed in time for each method. Thresholds for each method where adjusted until all 

methods detected a similar number of ramps. BC threshold is 0.4, HDT is 0.6, and Power is 0.7 which resulted in 

189, 189, and 152 detections, respectively.  

 

Because each method produced unique detects, there is no clear indication that any one 

method is redundant and could be discarded as unimportant. Instead a composite, weighted 

bimodality strength parameter was created from the results of each individual method. Comparing 

the number of detects shows Hartigan’s dip test is the most sensitive. A previous study by [43] also 

recommends it as the most accurate way to measure bimodality of a distribution. For these reasons 

it was chosen to be the highest weighted parameter, contributing 60% to the weighted bimodality 

strength value. The BC was chosen to contribute 30%, and the simple detecting method of 

maximum change in power contributes 10% of the weighted factor. The simple method only makes 

up 10% because it’s easily triggered by any short spike or decline in output, and is limited to 

detecting ramps over a certain magnitude. The BC and HDT methods are not limited to a certain 

change in power, and are less affected by very short duration changes in power output. Since the 
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range of bimodal values for each method is from 0 to 1, the weighted bimodality value, bw, is 

calculated by: 

 𝑏𝑤 = 0.6ℎ′ + 0.3𝑏𝑐
′ + 0.1𝑃 (15) 

 

Where P is the normalized maximum change in power of the current data window that h’ and bc’ 

are calculated from. The new, weighted bimodality strength value also has a range from 0 to 1. The 

same detection analysis of bimodality values was performed on bw as each individual detection 

method. Each value is compared to a threshold value and any values above the detection threshold 

are considered ramp events for the duration of time the values are above the threshold. Table XII 

shows similar results as Table XI but for the weighted bimodality value.   

 

Table XII 

Ramp detections using a weighted bimodality strength value.  

 Threshold 

 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Weighted 2196 1967 1265 627 296 97 17 0 0 

 

It is interesting to note that the number of detections for each method, multiplied by their respective 

percent contribution to bw and then summed together, are very close to the actual number of 

weighted ramp detections shown in Table XII. Through visual inspection of the power observation 

data and detected wind ramps, a weighted threshold of 0.4 was chosen as a reasonable value to 

detect wind ramps while avoiding false triggers. All further analysis is performed with the 627 

detected ramps found using the weighted threshold of 0.4.  
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3. TIMING AND MAGNITUDE ANALYSIS 

 

Once ramps were detected using the weighted bimodality value the contribution of timing 

and magnitude on forecast inaccuracy could be evaluated. Power observations corresponding to 

each indexed ramp event were extracted and the center of the ramp was determined using a step 

function correlation.  While not immediately needed for this analysis, the center of each ramp event 

was determined for reference and possible future analysis. The first and last several points of each 

detected ramp were averaged to find the starting and ending value for the ramp event, and a step 

function with these values was created. The step function was passed across the power data for the 

ramp, and the difference between each point of the two curves summed each time the step function 

was moved (i.e. an 𝐿1 norm). The point where the sum of the differences of the curves is at a 

minimum corresponds to the center of the ramp event.  Fig. 18 gives a visual example of how this 

process works. 

 

Fig. 18: Process of moving a step function over the detected ramp to determine the center. The location of the step 

function with the smallest amount of shaded area (center) between the two curves is the center of the ramp event.  

 

By adding the distance from the start of the individual ramp to the indexed ramp start value, the 

exact location in the power observation data can be found. This technique works well as an 

automated method for detecting the location of the ramp that is stable over variations in both data 

and method, and does not require subjective input. A segment of power observation data showing 

two ramps and the center of the ramp events found using this method is shown in Fig. 19.  
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Fig. 19: Sample of normalized power observations with detected ramps and center of ramps using the described 

methods.  Ramps are detected for both increasing and decreasing values.  

 

3.1 Power and Energy Errors 

To calculate power and energy errors, forecasts must be compared to observations. After 

all detected ramp events were indexed and extracted from power observations, forecasts 

corresponding to the same times were extracted from the forecast data. The forecasts and 

observations were directly compared to each other and maximum power error and total energy 

error for the duration of each observed ramp event was calculated. Observed energy error, eo, is 

calculated by: 

 
𝑒𝑜 =

1

5
∑(𝑃𝑎,𝑖 − 𝑃𝑓,𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (16) 

Where n is the number of points in the ramp event, Pa is observed power, and Pf is forecasted 

power. The total sum is divided by 5 since each point is a 5 minute average so the output is in units 

of MWh. A positive power or energy error occurs when the forecasted value is less than produced, 
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while negative values occur when forecasted values are higher than produced.  Any forecasts with 

missing data were excluded and that ramp event skipped. 

 

3.2  Timing and Magnitude 

 

To determine the individual effects of timing and magnitude related to forecasting ramp 

events, each must be separated from the overall forecast errors. This is achieved by determining 

the optimal timing of the forecast regarding the observed ramp, then recalculating the forecast 

errors at the optimal timing. The difference between the recalculated errors and the original errors 

before the forecast was shifted in time is the contribution to the forecast error due to timing. The 

power and energy errors at the optimal forecast timing are the contribution to the forecasting error 

due to magnitude. 

The optimal timing is determined by a sliding correlation similar to finding the center of 

each ramp event. The original observed ramp event is held stationary while the forecast data is 

moved across it and energy error at each step, ei, is calculated. Forecast timing shift is evaluated 

to a possible ~8 hours ahead or back in time, which was determined visually by comparing forecast 

and observation data. Once every possible timing shift is evaluated, the point in time, i, that 

minimizes e is the optimal timing shift. ei is calculated by: 

 

𝑒𝑖 = ∑(𝑃𝑎,𝑗−𝑖 − 𝑃𝑓,𝑗−𝑖)

𝑁𝑟

𝑗=1

   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 =  −𝑁𝑘 … 𝑁𝑘 (17) 

Where Nr is the number of points in the ramp event, Pa is actual power, Pf is forecasted power, and 

Nk is the maximum number of periods the signal is shifted.  For this study, 𝑁𝑘 = 100, which is ~8 

hours since each point is represents 5 minutes of data. ei is a minimum at the point of optimal 

timing between the forecast and observed values.  Fig. 20a depicts an example of an observed 
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ramp event and corresponding forecast data with the original forecast timing, and Fig. 20b shows 

the same with the forecast shifted forward in time to the optimal time. Histograms of power and 

energy errors at the original and optimal timing are shown in Fig. 21a and Fig. 21b. 

  
(a) Original Timing     (b) Adjusted Timing   

Fig. 20:  Left: Wind ramp data with original timing forecast. Right: Optimal timing forecast. Original forecast was 

shifted by 33 points to the left to optimize forecast timing. 

 

  

(a) Forecast power errors    (b) Forecast energy errors 

Fig. 21:  Left: Histogram of forecast power error with original timing and optimal timing. Right: Histogram of 

forecast energy error with original and optimal timing (right). Data is for 627 ramps detected by using a weighted 

bimodality ranking value threshold of 0.4.  

 

Wind turbines do not produce power linearly with wind speed. Instead, there are three key 

wind speed regimes of a turbine power curve. Regime 1 is the region above the cut-in speed when 
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the turbine begins to produce power, but below its rated power output. Regime 2 is the region 

where the turbine outputs its rated power, and regime 3 is the region above the cut-out speed which 

the turbine produces no power [35]. No power is produced if wind speed is less than the cut-in 

speed or greater than the cut-out speed. This makes the relationship between wind speed and power 

output simpler within certain wind speed ranges. Sustained wind speeds within regime 2 result in 

predictable power output for varying wind speeds, while lower wind speeds within regime 1 

produce power related to the cube of the wind speed. Here, slight errors in wind speed prediction 

result in forecast errors while slight errors in wind speed in regime 2 do not. Due to this behavior, 

power and energy errors were separated into two groups whether the ramp size was greater or less 

than 150MW, or 50% of the capacity of the wind plant. Ramp size is defined as the maximum 

change in power during the wind ramp event.  Out of 627 detected ramp events, 139 corresponding 

forecasts were missing data. After removing forecasts with missing data there was 320 large ramps 

and 168 small ramps to compare.  

The influence of incorrect forecast timing on overall power and energy errors is the 

difference between errors with no timing change and errors at the optimal timing. The influence 

of incorrect magnitude forecasts on overall power and energy errors is the errors at the optimal 

forecast timing. Fig. 22a shows a section of an absolute value probability distribution of forecast 

power errors with the largest 0.25% of errors removed, and Fig. 22b shows the same but for energy. 

Removing the largest 0.25% of errors removes the influence of very low probability outliers in the 

data that may skew the results. Note that larger magnitude events correspond to lower probabilities, 

while smaller events correspond to higher probabilities of occurrence. Table XIII summarizes the 

results of Fig. 22. 
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        (a) Power Errors 

 
      (b) Energy Errors 

Fig. 22: Comparison of power errors (left) and energy errors (right) for optimal and original timing. Left: Power 

errors for large and small ramp events before and after timing change.  Right: Energy errors for large and small 

ramp events before and after timing change. 

 

Table XIII 

Qualitative summary of the results from the figures.  Interestingly, for low probability events (large magnitude 

errors), behavior for small ramps (<50% of plant size) is opposite of that for large ramps (>50% of plant size).  

 
Probability of 

Occurrence 

Small ramps 

(< 50% of plant capacity) 

Large ramps 

(≥ 50% of plant capacity) 

Power Errors 
<0.025 

Timing error increases with 

increase in error size 

Timing error decreases with 

increase in error size 

>0.025 Timing error approximately independent of error size 

Energy Errors 
<0.05 

Timing error increases with 

increase in error size 

Timing error decreases with 

increase in error size 

>0.05 Timing error approximately independent of error size 

 

Fig. 23 below compares the timing and magnitude influences on forecast errors by looking 

at the fraction of the energy or power errors attributable to timing. Depicted on the vertical axis is 

the ratio of timing error to magnitude error. This ratio is the ratio of each solid line of Fig. 22a and 

Fig. 22b to its dashed line counterpart. The horizontal axis is the same section of the absolute value 

probability distribution function from 0.25% to 26%.  
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Fig. 23: A lower timing to magnitude ratio means of the overall power or energy error, a larger portion was due to 

magnitude.  

Although the left side of Fig. 23 is less likely to occur, it consists of larger magnitude power 

and energy errors. The higher probability region to the right is more likely to occur but consists of 

lower magnitude errors.  Fig. 22a shows there isn’t a large difference in power errors between low 

and high probability regions, while Fig. 22b shows there is more variation in energy errors.  

As probability increases, forecast timing has a larger role in the overall error, more in small 

ramp events than large ramp events. The power observation data used for this study had definite 

daily oscillations of wind increasing and decreasing. Most large ramp events are likely these daily 

fluctuations, where small wind fluctuations throughout the day likely lead to small ramp events.  

Explanations for this behavior could be smaller wind ramps have less time between them, making 

exact timing more difficult to predict. Conversely, large ramp events with longer time intervals are 

easy to detect and predict the timing of with atmospheric data, but predicting terminal ramp speed 

may be more difficult. In other words, it is easier to forecast a large wind front approaching, which 

increases power output from near zero to 80, 90, or 100% operating capacity approaching, but 

difficult to exactly predict the final wind speed, and thus power output.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Ramp events were successfully detected in power observation data using a bimodality 

strength value, which was calculated from a histogram of power observation data. For each 

observed and detected ramp event, the largest difference in power and total energy between 

forecasts and observations was calculated. Next, for each detected ramp event the best case timing 

was determined. Power and energy were recalculated after adjusting the forecast to the optimal 

timing. Using these results the influences of timing and magnitude were separately estimated in 

the power and energy errors and categorized by large and small ramp events (whether the ramp 

size was larger or smaller than 50% of the capacity of the plant). 

Results indicate that efforts to improve wind power forecasts should concentrate more on 

better estimation of power output magnitude than on improving the timing of ramp detections for 

large wind ramp events. Timing errors tend to contribute more to forecast errors in small ramp 

events. However small ramp events shouldn’t be discarded as unimportant because poor 

forecasting of small events can cause energy and power errors similar or larger in size to accurate 

forecasting of large ramp events 

Further research in this area could look at other methods to categorize ramp events, looking 

for specific trends such as time of day or year that large and small ramps occur. This study defined 

ramp size as the largest difference in magnitude of power data for the duration of the ramp event. 

Other methods may choose to use the terminal power level, or rate of change. Further economic 

analysis of the tradeoff between low likelihood, large power and energy errors and high likelihood, 

small power and energy errors could be beneficial to grid operators.  
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OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

 Since wind generation is stochastic in nature, there will always be forecasting errors and a 

need to smooth grid power, especially as wind power increases in prominence worldwide in the 

future. Likewise, improving forecasting models is a necessity. This study has shown improved 

forecasts greatly improves contract firming requirements. It is widely accepted that improving 

forecasts is the best solution for high wind power penetration [9].  

  Part I showed forecasting errors for short time scales can be represented by a Cauchy 

distribution. It determined wind plant size and number of turbines are not always good indicators 

of contract firming requirements. Instead, forecast lead time has the biggest significance on 

forecast accuracy. It developed a normalized curve to relate forecast accuracy to energy firming 

requirements. 

Part II created a statistical analysis method to estimate forecast errors and firming 

requirements using a wind distribution and forecasting error distribution. The estimation method 

was compared to results using time series power observation and forecast data and shown to be 

accurate. Forecast errors between actual forecast and power observations were then compared for 

several forecast lead times. These results confirm persistence forecasting is effective for lead times 

less than 1 hour but longer times require the use of more advanced forecasting models. 

 Part III looked closer at wind forecasting methodologies, specifically targeting wind ramp 

events. Wind ramps cause significant forecast errors and more accurately predicting them greatly 

improves forecast accuracy and reduces firming requirements. Part III develops an advanced ramp 

detection method using a novel combination of bimodality detection methods. It also uses a unique 

method of finding the center of a ramp event.  It compares detected ramps to forecasts to calculate 
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forecast errors for the ramp events, and removes the individual contributions of both timing and 

magnitude errors on overall forecast errors. Data is categorized according to ramp size. These 

results suggest magnitude errors significantly contribute to forecasting errors in large wind ramp 

events, and timing errors contribute more in small ramp events.  

 Several research focuses have been identified as good future work in these areas.  Part II 

compares actual forecast errors to persistence at a 1 hour forecast lead time. To more accurately 

compare to its earlier results 10 minute forecast data should be obtained or each of the three 

methods performed with 1 hour wind power observation data instead of 10 minute. Part III could 

benefit from future research looking at other ways to categorize ramp events such as by time of 

day or year. An economic analysis of the benefit of reducing low frequency large magnitude ramp 

forecast errors or high frequency small magnitude errors would offer guidance to where research 

should focus.  
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